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Where do I go to login to my affiliate partner dashboard? 
Here is the link: 

https://www.affiliatly.com/af-1016485/affiliate.panel 

You login by using an email address you registered with and a password you entered at that time. 

 

Where do I find a special link I can use to promote products? 
Here is the procedure on how you create proper links: 

1. Go to our website https://arcanetrinkets.com/ and select a product you would like to send 

people to when you promote on your social channel or a website. 

Example: https://arcanetrinkets.com/collections/steampunk/products/bronze-steampunk-wrist-watch 

2. Log in to your affiliate partner dashboard. See above. 

3. Find this tab  and click on it. 

 

4. Put it in the following field and click on Generate. 

 

 

5. As the output you get 2 different ways you can use the generated link: 
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Affiliated Link is a bare bone link (url) which when clicked on (by customer) will register in your affiliate 

partner dashboard as a visit. And if a purchase is made by the customer which visited our website by 

using this link you will get a commission for it. 

Highlighted in yellow is the special part of your link which uniquely identifies you as our affiliate partner. 

When copy/pasting this link make sure you always include the yellow highlighted part. 

You can have your own, custom named affiliate reference name if you wish. Write us an email and we 

will change it for you. The recommendation is to use something short and brand related to you.  

Example: If you Instagram page name is Steampunk Guy you may want to choose something like 

“steamguy”.  Email: arcane.trinkets@gmail.com 

 

HTML code you can use on your website or any other content platform which enables you to use html to 

format your links. You can change “Click Here” text to anything you like your fans or website visitors to 

see. Example: “Check this cool steampunk watch here” (without quotes) 

 

How can I track my affiliate partner performance? 

On you affiliate partner dashboard homepage (look for this icon: ) you can see performance 

brake down by days. Scroll down a little bit to find the following part of the screen: 

 

You have the options to filter data by dates and to export them in excel format for your personal further 

data crunching if you wish to. 

On the top of this page you also have: 

Your referral link, which takes visitors directly to a home page of our website. In most cases you will 

want to promote specific products that your fans/website visitors will like instead of just sending them 

to a homepage. However, there may be some cases when you just want to direct someone to a website 

homepage so they can find what they like on their own. 
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You can also find here a global information about your earnings. The amount of unpaid earnings and a 

total earnings. 

 

Additionally, on a Orders tab (look for this text icon ) you can see a detailed information 

about orders that come from your affiliate link: 

 

You can also filter data by dates and export anything you want in excel format for further data 

processing or storing. 

 

Where do I find a list of products that have a custom commission defined? 

You can find it on an Info page ( ).  The products are distinguished here by their SKU code. 
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Why are the commission for these products lower than my current affiliate partner level?  
For some products we just cannot get a good enough pricing to justify high commission rates and we 

cannot viably increase the prices more than they are already set. To keep finances in check, for all of us 

in fact, we must lower commission for some items. That is the only way we can continue to stay in 

business and that means a continuous opportunity for you to keep good earnings for your promoting 

efforts. 

How do I find which product is associated with this SKU number? 
1. Go to our website: https://arcanetrinkets.com 

2. Find a search bar , circled in red. It is located on an upper 

right corner of the website. 

3. When you click on a magnifying glass this Search bar opens  

4. Type in or copy/paste SKU number inside the field and press Enter. It will list the product/s 

associated with SKU number. 

 
 

What is a SKU? 
You can find an explanation here. 

 

Do you have more questions that are not yet answered in this document? Send us an email at 

arcane.trinkets@gmail.com 


